SOLUTION SHEET

Medrio
RTSM
Robust randomization and trial
supply solutions to fit any study.

2400+
Sites

50+
Countries

250K+
Units

Increasing patient compliance
while meeting all of your
randomization needs.
Randomization and trial supply can make or break a
study. Ensuring assignments are allocated correctly,
keeping the right supply on-site, keeping close
tabs on progress and inventory status, and most
importantly, having confidence that all the proper
controls are in place is enough to keep any Clinical
Operations leader up at night.

Ensure High Quality and Consistent Data
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 ully integrated with Medrio EDC
F
Save time by reducing duplicative entry and reconciliation
Real-time data updates
Identify missed visits sooner
No need for programming resources
Stay on top of trends with the most current progress view

No need to choose between the two - Medrio RTSM offers robust
randomization and trial supply solutions that scale to fit any study.

What if a single
solution could help
you reduce site
overages by 20-40%
and increase patient
compliance while
meeting all of your
randomization needs?

Improve Participant
Compliance
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Collect eligibility data
Record visits
Randomize
Deliver clear dispensing
and dosing instructions
Screen fail or withdraw
Emergency break blind

No matter your study size or type, our two-in-one solution helps
you save time and money while ensuring the right product is
available for every participant at the right time. With Medrio RTSM,
you can align to your sites’ storage capabilities and reduce waste
with demand-driven stock and true just-in-time supply workflows.
Enforced tracking log delivery at the time of shipment receipt
means approvals happen within minutes of site receipt, while
integrated shipment approval and dispensation modules increase
your confidence that only approved product is used. Plus, our fully
integrated solution gets you to better oversight and quality data
faster, and our team’s exceptional service ensures you’re live and
teams are ready to go in time for your first patient randomization.

Reduce Overages, Waste
and Overall Supply Cost
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Control products from depot to
site, subject, and back
Manage incidents
Accountability and returns
Destruction
Demand-driven

Reports Keep You on
Top of Site Trends
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Always available
Enforced log uploads
Real-time
Filterable
Customizable
Downloadable

Unblinded data
Just-in-time shipments
Integrated approvals
Automated temperature tracking

ABOUT MEDRIO
At Medrio, we know it takes a global village to achieve a disease-free world. Since 2005, we’ve developed a
successful ecosystem of visionary people like you who want to make the world a healthier place - our employees,
customers, and partners alike. We’ve supported Sponsors and CROs across the life sciences spectrum, in all
therapeutic areas and trial phases, to achieve critical breakthroughs and secure more than 375 regulatory
approvals. Our innovative and intuitive technology solutions support your teams and sites, while reducing trial
participation burden. While other eClinical vendors make these same claims, few can deliver the high-touch,
white-glove customer service that makes us your most successful strategic partner and solves your most pressing
challenges. To learn more, visit us at medrio.com.
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